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Abstract

Blockchain-enabled distributed networks present a new infrastructure for build-

ing reliable and privacy-preserving healthcare utilities. Among them, Ethereum

networks have gained specialized attention for their high usability and security.

In this paper, we raise the awareness of Ethereum’s vulnerability due to selfish

mining, in which ill-disposed miners are feasible to receive more rewards than

honest ones. To demonstrate this, we compose a new bribery selfish mining

scheme, the BSM-Ether, targeted to Ethereum. The BSM-Ether attack can be

easily conducted and has higher rewards than other existing malicious attacks.

Besides, we present a formal and rigorous analysis of multiple kinds of rewards

from the BSM-Ether attack. Simulation experiments show the high effective-

ness of BSM-Ether – the attacker can get a higher revenue with few efforts.

To tackle this variability, we present some implementation level proposals and

suggestions for building healthcare systems on top of Ethereum to minimize the

negative effect of the security deficiency of underlying systems.
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1. Introduction

Ethereum is an open-sourced platform of public blockchains embedded with

smart contracts, where Ethereum Virtual Machines are utilized to deal with the

contracts [1]. Smart contract is Turing complete, which allows us to put the

data on chain in healthcare. For example, the medical records and sheets can be5

processed by smart contracts, which realize data sharing among patients, doc-

tors and hospitals. Meanwhile, the decentralized features, including consensus

mechanism and anonymity guarantee data consistent, tamper proof and privacy

[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In fact, however, the security of Ethereum networks may not be as

good as expected in the real world, which actually may devastate the function-10

ality and security of the healthcare systems. Selfish mining is such an attack,

which leverages the vulnerabilities in a consensus mechanism [7, 8, 9, 10]. In

Bitcoin, such attacks are widely studied [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Recent-

ly, the attacks of selfish mining against Ethereum have received large attentions

due to the widely Ethereum-based applications. Existing works indicate that15

Ethereum is more fragile against selfish mining attacks than those in Bitcoins

[19, 20, 21]. That is, selfish mining in Ethereum has a larger impact than that

in Bitcoins. Although there are lots of methods against such attacks [22, 23, 24],

attackers, especially intelligent ones, update their attacking actions to breach

the securities for Ethereum-based applications [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Additionally,20

the attacker may threaten the Ethereum mobile client by choosing a suitable

attacking algorithm [30, 31].

1.1. Related Works

Eyal and Sirer propose the notion of selfish mining (SM1), where the at-

tack can improve the rewards (e.g. double spending) only by controlling 0.2525

mining power of the whole system. This threshold is far less than the tra-

ditional one 0.51. Sapirshtein et al. propose ε-optimal selfish mining, which
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reduces the threshold to 0.2321 [8]. On the other hand, selfish mining can also

be implemented in Ethereum. Ritz and Zugenmaier quantify the rewards, in

Ethereum, considering the uncle blocks with Monte Carlo. They reduce the30

threshold from 0.25 to 0.185(±0.012) [20]. The following works prove that the

threshold for selfish mining in Ethereum can be further lower to 0.163 due to the

uncle blocks [19]. Yang et al. quantify the impact of selfish mining on imperfect

blockchain networks [32]. They construct Markov models for selfish mining in

Bitcoin and Ethereum respectively. Recently, machine learning has become hot35

topic [33, 34] and has been applied to reducing the threshold in selfish mining

[12, 35]. In [35], they propose intelligent bribery selfish mining (IPBSM) by

combining selfish mining and bribery attacks. They optimize the rewards and

reduce the threshold by utilizing machine learning. Garay applies bribery at-

tacks in smart contracts for the sake of fairness in business [36]. Bribery can be40

also utilized in rational smart contract [37] to resist collusion in cloud computing

[38, 39, 40, 41]. quantifies the bribery attack and compare with other attacks,

which improve the rewards for the attacker. The series of security problems are

mainly caused by the vulnerability of the consensus mechanism. Then Saad et

al. [42] perform a comprehensive analysis of the PoW consensus mechanism.45

They show that execution of the consensus is asynchronous, which is the main

reason for potential attacks. Gervais et al. [43] introduce a novel quantitative

framework to analyse the security and performance of PoW blockchains and

devise optimal adversarial strategies for double-spending and selfish mining.

1.2. Motivation and Contribution50

Previous works indicate that the threshold of selfish mining in Ethereum is

lower than that of SM1 [19]. In Ethereum, it is easier for attackers to launch

selfish mining attacks. On the other hand, compared with SM1 and ε-optimal,

the threshold of IPBSM [35] is 0.075 with higher rewards. That is, bribery selfish

mining attacks have strong damages. Currently, most applications are imple-55

mented in Ethereum due to the Turing completeness. However, as mentioned

above, the works stress on selfish mining attacks on Bitcoin instead of Ethereum.
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Consequently, the attacks such as selfish mining against Ethereum are neglected.

Therefore, it is urgent to focus on the attacks against the Ethereum to improve

the security level for the Ethereum-based applications. In this paper, we pro-60

pose a novel BSM-Ether attack against the Ethereum. The relative rewards are

analyzed and the simulation results demonstrate that BSM-Ether performs well

in terms of threshold and rewards. Our contributions are threefold.

1. We propose a novel selfish mining: BSM-Ether by combining selfish mining

and bribery attacks in the Ethereum. Further, we present BSM-Ether as65

a state machine by describing the components in MDP.

2. We analyze the regular rewards, uncle rewards and nephew rewards by

deriving necessary equations. In addition, we also consider the impact of

bribes on the relative rewards for the attacker and the rational miners.

3. The simulation results indicate that the threshold of BSM-Ether is only70

0.067, which is lower than other attacks. Meanwhile, we also simulate

the impact of BSM-Ether on the uncle rewards and nephew rewards. We

also present some suggestions for the blockchain-based healthcare system

against BSM-Ether.

1.3. Roadmap of This Paper75

Section 2 presents the process of BSM-Ether, which is then formally de-

scribed by MDP. More specifically, we define the sets of states and actions,

transition matrixes, and the rewards. In Section 3, a simplified MDP is pre-

sented, based on the rewards discussed in details. The total rewards consists

of regular rewards, uncle rewards, nephew rewards and bribes. Afterwards, we80

analyze these rewards respectively and list the detailed deductions in Section

4. Simulations are illustrated in Section 5 with respect to the relative rewards,

uncle rewards and nephew rewards. We compare BSM-Ether with SM1, IPB-

SM and honest mining, the results of which indicate that BSM-Ether achieves

higher relative rewards with a lower threshold. That is, BSM-Ether is easily85

implemented in Ethereum with more damages.
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2. Bribery Selfish Mining in Ethereum

In this section, we first explain parameters in the BSM-Ether, facilitating to

better describe the actions and rewards for the parties in the system.

2.1. The Terminologies of BSM-Ether90

Following [7, 19, 35], the terminologies and parameters are given below.

1. Participants. The participants in BSM-Ether consist of the attacker and

a group of rational miners (the rational miners for short), who are profit-

oriented without attacking. The rational miners behave honestly most of

the time, but when certain actions can increase their rewards, they will95

deviate from honest behaviors to maximize their rewards.

2. Mining power. We standardize the computational power of the network

to 1. Similar to [7, 19], the attacker’s power is α (0 ≤ α ≤ 0.45), and

the rational miners’ power is 1−α. We assume that the group of rational

miners behave individually without collusion. Otherwise, the group of100

rational miners may launch 51% attack.

3. Round. Participants mine blocks according to their mining powers. Each

time a participant mines a block and appends it to the chain (regardless

of public or private chain), we call it a round. In general, only one party

(either the attacker or one rational miner) takes one action in each round,105

such as appending a block to the public or private chain. However, there

are exceptions. For example, when a rational miner appends one new block

to the public chain, the attacker may immediately publish the oldest block

of the private chain to generate a fork. In this situation, we call the whole

process one round, where one rational miner first takes action and then110

the attacker takes action. For brevity, we call the round unilateral round

when only one participant takes action in one round and bilateral round

when both one rational miner and the attacker take actions alternatively.

4. Forks. When two blocks are simultaneously appended to the same block

in the previous round, a natural fork will occur. Although many natural115
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forks in Ethereum, we do not focus on them. Therefore, we neglect the

natural forks in this paper. In fact, we only consider the forks generated

by the attacks. If we say that there is a fork, generally speaking, this

is from the perspective of rational miners. Because the attacker always

follows the private chain, there is no fork towards the view of the attacker.120

5. Lead racing. When there is a fork, there will be two situations: the

length of the private chain is 0, and the length of the private chain is not

0, called “0-lead” racing and “0-lead” racing respectively (ref. Fig. 1).

6. Branch. Towards the view of the rational miners, who are not aware of

the existence of the private chain, each fork consists of two branches (ref.125

Fig. 1) 1: Battacker and Brational. The latest block in the former branch

is mined by the attacker and the latter is mined by the rational miners.

Generally when there is a fork, the rational miners choose to mine on the

attacker’s branch with probability γ and the public chain with probability

1− γ.130

7. Bribes. The rational miners may mine on the attacker’s branch when

the attacker bribes them with probability β since the rational miners may

obtain additional bribes other than the rewards from mining blocks. Note

the attacker may bribe the rational miners by increasing the mining re-

wards in branch Battacker or by bribing them off-line (e.g. the attacker135

gives the one, physical currencies if they follow the branch Battacker).

8. State. For the rational miners and the attacker, the views of the blockchain

structure are distinct due to the private chain. That is, the rational miners

are not aware of the private chain. For instance, as for “0-lead” racing,

toward the rational miners’ view, there is a fork with two equal-length140

branches Battacker and Brational. While towards the attacker’s view, there

is a private chain with positive length. We call such views the states of

the block. Further, the states for the rational miners are simple, which

include two states: fork and no fork. The states for the attacker are a little

1Note that we only consider the scenario, where only two branches in a fork.
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bit complex, which should reflect the length of the private chain. Recall145

that the natural forks are beyond the consideration in this paper. There

is no forks towards the view of the attacker.

9. Main chain. In this paper, the public chain denotes the public views

for both the rational miners and the attacker. Note the public chain may

include more than one branch. The main chain denotes the public chain150

with the longest branch.

10. The difference. The length of the private chain is counted from the

first private block while the length of the public chain is counted from the

parallel block with the private chain (if there are any). Otherwise, the

length of the public chain is considered to 0. Let la be the length of the155

attacker’s private chain, lh the length of public chain, ∆ = la− lh denotes

the difference between the private and public chains. For example, the

length of the private chain is 0 denotes that there is no private chain. The

length of the main chain is 0 denotes that, in the public chain, no blocks

parallels with the private chain.160

11. Uncle and nephew blocks. The rewards after mining a regular block is

normalized to 1. All miners can cite the uncle blocks in the public chain

and obtain the corresponding rewards. However, the blocks in the private

chain (private blocks) fail to be cited as uncle blocks since the private

blocks are invisible for rational miners. On the other hand, these private165

blocks will be published later and become uncle blocks or regular blocks

in the public chain. However, it’s too late for these blocks to be cited by

other blocks. That is, the private blocks can cite other uncle blocks but

fail to be cited as uncle blocks. In Ethereum, the rewards also consist of

uncle and nephew rewards defined in Equation (1), where ku(l) and kn(l)170

denote the uncle and nephew reward respectively. l denotes the length
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difference between the uncle block and the nephew block.

ku(l) =

(8− l)/8, 1 6 l 6 6;

0, otherwise.

kn(l) =

1/32, 1 6 l 6 6;

0, otherwise.

(1)

12. Rewards and revenue. Before section 3, we do not distinguish be-

tween reward and revenue, they are both general concepts, representing

the profits of participants. After section 3 we distinguish between them,175

where revenue only refers to the profits of participants in each round, and

reward refers to the sum of all revenue.

3. The MDP of BSM-Ether

The attacker and the rational miners alternatively take actions, hoping to

get rewards by mining new blocks. Recall that the main target of the attacker180

to achieve additional rewards disproportional to the mining power. Markov De-

cision Process (MDP) is a mathematical model of sequential decision, which is

used to simulate the random strategies and rewards of multiple agents [44, 45].

Specifically, the agents first perceive the current state of the system, and im-

plement actions according to their strategies, thereby changing the state of the185

environment. As mentioned above, MDP is carried out round by round, where

actions consist of unilateral actions and bilateral actions. In each round, each

agent will get corresponding revenues through state transition. After multi-

ple rounds of interaction in the MDP process, the sum of the revenues in each

round is called the reward. In general, MDP can be used to model reinforcement190

learning problems in machine learning. By using dynamic programming, ran-

dom sampling, policy search and other methods [46, 47], MDP can solve agent

strategies that maximize rewards. The function of MDP gears to the target

of our BSM-Ether attack. Therefore, we rehearsal our BSM-Ether towards the

view of MDP.195
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Generally, MDP contains a set of interactive objects, namely agents and en-

vironment. In this paper, the agents are the attacker and the rational miners

and the environment is the blockchain of Ethereum. MDP consists of 5 ingre-

dients: the states set S = {s0, s1, s2, ......}, the action set A = {a1, a2, ......},

the strategies p(st+1|st, at), the revenue Rt = R(st+1|st, at) and the rewards200

G =
∑N

t=0Rt. In the following, we present these ingredients.

3.1. The States in MDP

Recall that in SM1 and other similar attacks towards Bitcoin. The states,

denoting as < la, lh >, only include length of the public and the private chain.

However, in Ethereum, we also consider the forks due to the citations between205

uncle and nephew blocks. Therefore, the states set S = {s0, s1, s2, ...} are

denoted as st =< (la)t, (lh)t, forkablet >. forkablet ∈ {nofork, fork, forkb}

is an indicator denoting, in the tth round, whether there is a fork, and if there

is a fork, whether the attacker bribes the rational miners on the fork. That

is, nofork denotes there is no fork, fork denotes a fork without bribery and210

forkb denotes a fork with bribery. For example, the sate < 2, 0, forkb > of

the tth round denotes that the length of the private and the public chain is 2, 0

respectively. Further, there is a fork towards the view of the rational miners and

the attacker bribes the rational miners to follow the Battacker. For simplicity,

let s0 =< 0, 0, nofork > be the initial states. In addition, let the maximize ∆215

be 5 since the probability α6 of leading 6 blocks is negligible, especially when α

is small.

Fig. 1 presents the structure of states < 1, 1, fork > and < 2, 0, forkb >.

The circles denote the blocks mined by the rational miners and the rectangles

denotes the blocks mined and published by the attacker. The rectangles with220

dotted lines denote the blocks of private chain, which are mined by the attacker

without publishing in the public chain. The value b in rectangles denotes the

bribes for the rational miners. Further, we present the forks and branches.

The simplified states and MDP model. The format of state< la, lh, forkable >

is not concise, especially when drawing the flow of the MDP model. So, in this225
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<2, 0, forkb>

bb

<1, 1, fork>

“ -lead” racing

“ -lead” racing

Figure 1: The examples of “0-lead” racing and “0-lead” racing.

paper, we denote the states by following the common format in selfish mining

(e.g. the difference of the private and public chain). Meanwhile, we should also

reflect the forks and bribes in the simplified format of the states. Let ∆
[′]
[b] is

the general format for the simplified states, where ∆ is defined in section 2.1, []

denotes an option. More specifically, ′ and b denote the value of forkble is fork230

and forkb respectively. There are altogether 16 simplified stated in BSM-Ether

according to the parameters in section 2.1, which are listed in Table 1. For

example, 2′ denotes the state < 2, 0, fork > where ∆ = 2 and there is a fork to-

wards the view of the rational miners. 3′b denotes the state < 3, 0, forkb > where

∆ = 3 and there is a fork towards the view of the rational miners. Further, the235

attacker bribes the rational miners once they choose the branch Battacker. As

mentioned above, 0 is the initial state and 5, 5′, 5′b are terminal states.

3.2. The Actions in MDP

The participants involved in BSM-Ether choose their actions according to the

states. More specifically, the actions of the rational miners depend on whether240

there is a fork in the main chain. While the action of the attacker depends on

the length of the private chain. Note that we do not specifically describe the

citations between the uncle and nephew blocks. Instead, we use citations (if

any) as their default actions. In the following, we describe the actions in more

details.245
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Table 1: The simplified format of the states.

state simplified state simplified

<0,0,nofork> 0 <3,0,fork> 3′

<1,1,fork> 0′ <3,0,forkb> 3′b

<1,1,forkb> 0′b <4,0,nofork> 4

<1,0,nofork> 1 <4,0,fork> 4′

<2,0,nofork> 2 <4,0,forkb> 4′b

<2,0,fork> 2′ <5,0,nofork> 5

<2,0,forkb> 2′b <5,0,fork> 5′

<3,0,nofork> 3 <5,0,forkb> 5′b

The actions for the rational miners. As mentioned above, the rational

miners behave honestly most of the time. Recall that the states induced by

“0-lead” racing and “0-lead” racing are identical for the rational miners. That

is, regardless of “0-lead” racing and “0-lead” racing, they only see that there are

two branches Battacker and Brational on the public chain. Then we present the250

actions for the rational miners if one of them mines a new block with probability

1− α.

1. rationalnor (no forks): The rational miners append the new block to the

main chain when there is no forks.

2. rationalpri (forks): There are two subcases according to the existence of255

bribes.

(a) The rational miners choose to append the new block to Battacker with

probability γ when the attacker does not bribe them with probability

1− β.

(b) The rational miners choose to append the new block to Battacker260

when the attacker bribes them with probability β.

3. rationalpub (forks): The rational miners choose to mine on Brational with

probability 1− γ without bribery. Note that the rational miners will not

mine on Brational when the attacker bribes them.
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The actions for the attacker. Recall that the actions of the attacker265

depend on the length of the private chain. More specifically, they depend on

the difference of the private and the public chain. In the sequel, we describe the

actions according to different ∆ in more details. Note that we do not consider

the case where ∆ < 0. The reasons is: once a private chain is established, the

attacker will follow that private chain. If there is no private chain, the attacker270

will choose to create a private chain on the main chain. So there will be no case

∆ < 0.

1. Wait (∆ ≥ 0 and the attacker appends a new block with probability α):

The attacker appends the new block to the private chain without publicly

publishing and continue to mine. However, there is an exception when275

∆ = 0 with a fork (“0-lead” racing), the attacker will immediately publish

the block instead of setting up a private chain since otherwise, (s)he may

lose the leading position later.

2. Match (∆ ≥ 0, ∆ 6= 2 and one rational miner appends a new block with

probability 1 − α): Note that we do not list the case of ∆ = 0 since the280

attacker does not take any actions. The rational miner takes the action of

rationalnor. The attacker publishes the oldest block of the private chain

to form a fork (towards the view of the rational miners). Note that the

generated fork is “0-lead” racing and “0-lead” when ∆ = 1 and ∆ > 1

respectively.285

As mentioned above, Match is kind of bilateral action, where the attacker

immediately publishes the oldest block of the private chain. However, in

this paper, the attacker may bribe rational miners. Therefore, there are

two actions according to whether the attacker is bribing or not.

(a) Matchb: The attacker puts the bribes on the branch Battacker with290

probability β. In the next round, a rational miner receives the bribes

once (s)he appends a new block to the branch Battacker. Recall that

the bribes may be paid off-line as mentioned above.

(b) Matchnb: The attacker does not puts the bribes on the branch

Battacker with probability 1− β.295
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3. Override (∆ = 2 and one rational miner appends a new block with prob-

ability 1 − α): The attacker publishes all two private blocks in private

chain and the previous private chain becomes the main chain. The reason

why the Match strategy is not adopted in this case, is because only re-

leasing the oldest block of the private chain is not enough for the attacker300

to maintain the leading advantage. In other words, if the attacker only

publishes the oldest block of the private chain at this time, then the pri-

vate chain is very likely to be overtaken (because the overall mining power

of the rational miner is higher than that of the attacker), so that all blocks

in the private chain will be invalid. In order to avoid this situation, the305

attacker adopts the Override strategy.

3.3. The Strategies in MDP

The strategy p(st+1|st, at) denotes the decision on the available actions when

the state is st at the tth round. Here the strategy for each round is the distri-

bution on all available actions. That is, the sum of the probabilities on each310

available action is 1. For example, at the tth round, the attacker has two avail-

able actions Wait and Override, which may be taken with probability α and

1−α respectively. Note that the probability depends on the parameters of α, β

and γ (refer to section 2.1). Figure 2, 3, 4 illustrate the strategies with respect

to different states.315

In the following, we will explain the strategies through a few examples in

Figure 2, 3, 4.

State 1. In the tth round, the length of the private and public chain is 1

and 0 respectively. In addition, there is no fork towards the view of the rational

miners. There will be two situations next:320

1. The attacker mines a block with probability α. This is a unilateral round

since only the attacker takes actions in the current round. That is, the at-

tacker takes Wait and appends the new block to the private chain without

publishing. Thus the state of the (t+1)th round becomes < 2, 0, nofork >.

13



 <0, 0, nofork>

a  

1-a

wait

rationalnor

<1, 0, nofork>

<0, 0, nofork>

State of the t
th

 round State of the (t+1)
th

 roundTemporary state Probablity Action Probablity Action

 

a

(1-a)g

(1-a)(1-g)

wait

rationalpri

rationalpub

<0, 0, nofork>

<0, 0, nofork>

<0, 0, nofork>

<1, 1, fork>

wait

rationalpri

 

a

1-a

<0, 0, nofork>

<0, 0, nofork>

<1, 1, forkb>

 

a

1-a

wait

rationalnor

<2, 0, nofork>

 

b

1-b

<1, 1, forkb>

<1, 1, fork>

matchb

matchnb

<1, 0, nofork>

bb

bb

bb

bb

Figure 2: The state transition of state 0, 0′, 0′b, 1. (The dotted arrows denote the citations

of the uncle and nephew blocks. Temporary states are listed in bilateral rounds, where both

the rational miners and the attacker take actions in one round.)
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a

1-a

wait

rationalnor

<3, 0, nofork>

<0, 0, nofork>

<2, 0, nofork>

Override

State of the t
th

 round State of the (t+1)
th

 roundTemporary state Probablity Action Probablity Action

 

a

(1-a)g

(1-a)(1-g)

wait

rationalpri

rationalpub

<3, 0, fork>

<0, 0, nofork>

<0, 0, nofork>

 

wait

rationalpri

a

1-a

<3, 0, forkb>

<0, 0, nofork>

<2, 0, fork>

<2, 0, forkb>

Override

Override

Override

1

1

1

1

bb

bb

bbbb

Figure 3: The state transition of state 2, 2′, 2′b.

2. One rational miner mines a block with probability 1−α. This is a bilateral325

round since both a rational miner and the attacker take actions in the

current round. More specifically, the rational miner first takes rationalnor

by appending and publishing the new block in the public chain. The state

becomes the temporary state, where the length of both the public chain

and the private chain is 1. In the sequel, the attacker immediately takes330

action Matchb and Matchnb with probability β and 1− β respectively.

(a) For the former action, the attacker publishes the block in the private

chain and try to bribe the rational miners when they mine new blocks

in the next round, leading to the state < 1, 1, forkb >. Note that we

inherit the length of the public and private chain in the temporary335

state. Further, there is a fork with bribe towards the view of the

rational miners.

(b) For the latter action. the attacker only publishes the block in the

private chain without bribing, leading to the state < 1, 1, fork >.

State 0′. As mentioned in section 2.1, in the tth round, there is a “0-lead”340
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a

1-a

wait

rationalnor

<4, 0, nofork>

 

b

1-b

<2, 0, forkb>

<2, 0, fork>

<3, 0, nofork>
matchb

matchnb

State of the t
th

 round State of the (t+1)
th

 roundTemporary state Probablity Action Probablity Action

 

a

(1-a)g

(1-a)(1-g)

wait

rationalpri

rationalpub

<4, 0, fork>

 

b

1-b

<2, 0, forkb>

<2, 0, fork>

 

b

1-b

<2, 0, forkb>

<2, 0, fork>

<3, 0, fork>

 

a

1-a

wait

rationalpri

<4, 0, forkb>

 

b

1-b

<2, 0, forkb>

<2, 0, fork>

<3, 0, forkb>

matchb

matchnb

matchb

matchnb

matchb

matchnb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

b
b

b
b

bb

Figure 4: The state transition of state 3, 3′, 3′b.

racing. There will be three situations next:

1. The attacker mines a block with probability α. Then the attacker takes

the action wait. That is, the attacker publishes and appends the new

block to the branch Battacker, leading to the state < 0, 0, nofork >.

2. One rational miner mines a block with probability 1− α. Then there are345

two sub-cases:

(a) The rational miner chooses to follow the branch Battacker with prob-

ability γ. The rational miner takes action rationalpri, leading to the

state < 0, 0, nofork >.

(b) The rational miner chooses to follow the branch Brational with prob-350

ability 1− γ. The rational miner takes action rationalpub, leading to

the state < 0, 0, nofork >.

For these three situations, the attacker and the rational miners will cite the block
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in the branch Brational or Battacker, obtaining the uncle and nephew rewards.

State 2′. As mentioned in section 2.1, in the tth round, there is a “0̄-lead”355

racing. There will be three situations next:

1. The attacker mines a block with probability α. Then the attacker takes

action wait, appending the new block to private chain, leading to the state

< 3, 0, fork >.

2. One rational miner mines a block with probability 1− α. Then there are360

two sub-cases:

(a) The rational miner chooses to follow the branch Battacker with prob-

ability γ.

(b) The rational miner chooses to follow the branch Brational with prob-

ability 1− γ.365

Then the attacker immediately takes actionOverride, publishing all block-

s in the private chain. leading to the state < 0, 0, nofork >. Note that

there is no citations between the uncle and nephew blocks since the nephew

blocks are older than uncle blocks. Thus, the nephew blocks can not cite

the uncle blocks when the latter blocks are published.370

State 2′b. The distinction of state < 2, 0, forkb > from state < 2, 0, fork >

is the bribe on the fork. That is, the rational miners will definitely choose

branch Battacker if possible. There will be only two situations next:

1. The attacker mines a block with probability α. The attacker takes action

wait, leading to the state < 3, 0, forkb >.375

2. One rational miner mines a block with probability 1 − α and chooses to

follow the branch Battacker, leading to state < 0, 0, nofork >. Note that

there is no citation between uncle and nephew blocks.

State 3′. In the tth round, there is a “0̄-lead” racing with a private chain.

There will be three situations next:380

1. The attacker mines a block with probability α. The attacker takes action

wait. This action will append the newly mined block to the private chain,

leading to the state < 4, 0, fork >.
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2. One rational miner mines a block with probability 1 − α. Then it’s turn

for the attacker to take actions. That is, it’s a bilateral round. There are385

two sub-cases.

(a) If the rational miner chooses to follow the branch Battacker with prob-

ability γ, leading to a temporary state. There are still two sub cases.

i. The attacker takes action Matchb with probability β, leading to

the state < 2, 0, forkb >.390

ii. The attacker takes action Matchnb with probability 1−β, , lead-

ing to the state < 2, 0, fork >.

(b) If the rational miner chooses to follow the branch Brational with prob-

ability 1 − γ, leading to a temporary state. There are still two sub

cases.395

i. The attacker takes action Matchb with probability β, leading to

the state < 2, 0, forkb >.

ii. The attacker takes actionMatchnb with probability 1−β, leading

to the state < 2, 0, fork >.

Note that the sub-cases 2)a)i) and 2)b)i) are identical. Similarly, the400

sub-cases 2)a)ii) and 2)b)ii) are identical.

With the simplified format, we present the Markov decision process of BSM-

Ether in Figure 5. Note that the pentagon denotes the initial state s0 = 0 and

the triangle denotes the terminal states 5, 5′ and 5′b. The values on the arrows

denote the probability from st to st+1. For example, the probability from state405

1 to 2 is α.

The revenue Rt and rewards G: The definitions and evaluations for these

two ingredients are much complex. So, we leave the details in Section 4.

4. Analysis of Revenue and Rewards

In this section, we analyze the revenue and rewards for the attacker and410

rational miners respectively. Note that the revenue, including regular revenue,

uncle and nephew revenues, derive from each state transition. In addition, we
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Figure 5: The Markov decision process of BSM-Ether.

should also consider the bribes since it’s part of the revenue for the attacker.

The rewards are the sum of these revenues. Table 2 presents the revenue for

each state transition in MDP.415

4.1. The Probability for Each State in BSM-Ether

In fact, the total revenue is an expected one of each state. We should first

evaluate the probability P
∆

[′]
[b]

for each state ∆
[′]
[b]. Then the average expectations

are calculated for the attacker and the rational miners. In this section, we

assume that the probability of the initial state s0 is fixed. The relationship420

of each state is deduced through Fig. 5. For example, the state 0 can be

reached by state 0 with probability 1−α, state 0′ with probabilities α, (1−α)γ,

(1− α)(1− γ), state 2′ with probabilities (1− α)γ, (1− α)(1− γ), state 2 with

probability 1−α and state 2′b with probability 1−α. Therefore, the probability

of state 0 can be deduced in Equation (2). The derivations of other states are425

similar to Equation (2).

P0 = (1− α)P0 + P0′b
+ P0′ + (1− α)P2′ + (1− α)P2

+ (1− α)P2′b

(2)
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Table 2: The revenue for each state transition in MDP.
Number st Probability st+1 regular uncle nephew bribe

a-1 0 α 0 < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

a-2 0 1 − α 1 < 0, 1 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

b-1 0′ α 0 < 2, 0 > < 0, ku(1) > < kn(1), 0 > 0

b-2 0′ (1 − α)γ 0 < 1, 1 > < 0, ku(1) > < 0, kn(1) > 0

b-3 0′ (1 − α)(1 − γ) 0 < 0, 2 > < ku(1), 0 > < 0, kn(1) > 0

c-1 0′b α 0 < 2, 0 > < 0, ku(1) > < kn(1), 0 > −b

c-2 0′b 1 − α 0 < 1, 1 > < 0, ku(1) > < 0, kn(1) > −b

d-1 1 α α < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

d-2 1 (1 − α)β 0′b < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

d-3 1 (1 − α)(1 − β) 0′ < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

e-1 2 α 3 < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

e-2 2 1 − α 0 < 2, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

f-1 2′ α 3′ < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

f-2 2′ (1 − α)γ 0 < 3, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

f-3 2′ (1 − α)(1 − γ) 0 < 3, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

g-1 2′b α 3′b < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

g-2 2′b 1 − α 0 < 3, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

h-1 3 α 4 < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

h-2 3 (1 − α)β 2′b < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

h-3 3 (1 − α)(1 − β) 2′ < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

i-1 3′ α 4′ < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

i-2 3′ (1 − α)β 2′b < 1, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

i-3 3′ (1 − α)(1 − β) 2′ < 1, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

j-1 3′b α 4′b < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

j-2 3′b (1 − α)β 2′b < 1, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > −b

j-3 3′b (1 − α)(1 − β) 2′ < 1, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > −b

k 4 α 5 < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

l 4′ α 5′ < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

m 4′b α 5′b < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > < 0, 0 > 0

P0′ = (1− α)(1− β)P1 (3)

P0′b
= (1− α)βP1 (4)

P1 = αP0 (5)

P2 = αP1 (6)

P2′ = (1− α)(1− β)(P3 + P3′ + P3′b
) (7)

P2′b
= (1− α)β(P3 + P3′ + P3′b

) (8)
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P3 = αP2 (9)

P3′ = (1− α)(1− β)(P4 + P4′ + P4′b
) + αP2′ (10)

P3′b
= (1− α)β(P4 + P4′ + P4′b

) + αP2′b
(11)

P4 = αP3 P5 = αP4 (12)

P4′ = αP3′ P5′ = αP4′ (13)

P4′b
= αP3′b

P5′b
= αP4′b

(14)

It’s obvious that,

P1 = αP0, P2 = α2P0, P3 = α3P0, P4 = α4P0, P5 = α5P0

P0′ = α(1− α)(1− β)P0,

P0′b
= α(1− α)βP0.

(15)

From Equation (7) and (8), we have,

P2′

P2′b

=
1− β
β
⇒ P2′b

=
β

1− β
P2′ . (16)
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Then, substituting Equation (16) into Equation (2), we get,

P0 = (1− α)P0 + α(1− α)βP0 + α(1− α)(1− β)P0

+ (1− α)(α2P0 + P2′ +
β

1− β
P2′)

⇒ αP0 − α(1− α)P0 − (1− α)α2P0 =
P2′

1− β

⇒ αP0 − α(1− α)P0(1 + α) =
P2′

1− β

⇒ αP0 − α(1− α2)P0 =
P2′

1− β

⇒ P2′ = (1− β)[α− α(1− α2)]P0

⇒ P2′ = α3(1− β)P0.

(17)

Similarly,

P2′b
= α3βP0. (18)

From Equations (10), (12),(13), and (14), we have,

P3′ = (1− α)(1− β)(P4 + P4′ + P4′b
) + αP2′

= (1− α)(1− β)α(P3 + P3′ + P3′b
) + αP2′

= 2αP2′

= 2α4(1− β)P0.

(19)

From Equations (11), (12),(13), and (14), we have,

P3′b
= α(1− α)β(P3 + P3′ + P3′b

) + αP2′b

= 2αP2′b

= 2α4βP0.

(20)

Similarly, we have,

P4′ = 2α5(1− β)P0, P4′b
= 2α5βP0,

P5′ = 2α6(1− β)P0, P5′b
= 2α6βP0.

(21)

4.2. The Expected Revenue

In this section, combining the probability of each state and the revenue listed430

in Table 2, we analyze the regular revenue (rxs ), uncle revenue (rxu) and nephew
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revenue (rxn) for x, where x denotes the attacker a or rational miners h. Further,

bribes will also be included in the total revenue. Expected revenue is to estimate

the various possible results of future revenues, and then use the probability of

their occurrence to do a weighted average of these estimated revenues. In this435

subsection, the expected revenue is a weighted average of future revenues with

various possible events.

4.2.1. Regular Revenue rxs

The regular revenues are calculated from the states transition according to

Table 2. In each transition, regular revenues are generated when some blocks440

are released, shown in Table 2, where the tuple < ra, rh > indicates the revenues

of the attacker and rational miners respectively.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the attacker gains 3 regular revenues in

events f-2,f-3, g-2, 2 regular rewards in events b-1, c-1, e-2 and 1 in events b-2,

c-2, i-2 i-3, j-2, j-3 respectively. The attacker’s regular revenue ras is shown in445

Equation (22).

ras =2P0′α+ P0′(1− α)γ + 2P0′b
α+ P0′b

(1− α)+

2P2(1− α) + 3P2′(1− α)γ + 3P2′(1− α)(1− γ)+

3P2′b
(1− α) + P3′(1− α)β+

P3′(1− α)(1− β) + P3′b
(1− α)β + P3′b

(1− α)(1− β)

=P0′ [2α+ (1− α)γ] + P0′b
(1 + α) + 2P2(1− α)+

3P2′(1− α) + 3P2′b
(1− α) + P3′(1− α) + P3′b

(1− α)

(22)

Similarly, we could find the rational miners only get 2 revenues in event

b-3, and get 1 revenue in events a-2, b-2, and c-2. We then derive the rational

miners’ regular revenue rhs is shown in Equation (23).

rhs = P0(1− α) + P0′(1− α)γ + 2P0′(1− α)(1− γ) + P0′
b
(1− α)

= P0(1− α) + P0′(1− α)(1− γ) + P0′
b
(1− α)

(23)

450
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4.2.2. Uncle Revenue rxu

Note that the attacker only gets uncle revenue when he loses the “0-lead”

racing (i.e., event b-3 in Table 2) with 1 referenced distance. Hence, the attack-

er’s uncle revenue rau is shown in Equation (24).

rau = P0′(1− α)(1− γ)ku(1). (24)

The rational miners receive uncle revenues from events b-1, b-2, c-1, c-2.455

The uncle revenue of rational miners rhu is shown in Equation (25).

rhu = P0′αku(1) + P0′(1− α)γku(1) + P0′b
αku(1) + P0′b

(1− α)ku(1)

= P0′ [α+ (1− α)γ]ku(1) + P0′b
ku(1)

(25)

4.2.3. Nephew Revenue rxn

The attacker collects the nephew rewards in events b-1, c-1. The nephew

revenue of the attacker ran is shown in Equation (26).

ran = P0′αkn(1) + P0′b
αkn(1) (26)

The rational miners collect nephew revenues in the events b-2, b-3 and c-2 in460

Table 2. The nephew revenue of rational miners rhn is shown in Equation (27).

rhn = P0′(1− α)γkn(1) + P0′(1− α)(1− γ)kn(1) + P0′b
(1− α)kn(1)

= P0′(1− α)kn(1) + P0′b
(1− α)kn(1)

(27)

4.2.4. The Cost of Bribes

Similar to [35], the attacker implements bribery attack in the private chain.

That is, the attacker should pay bribes to rational miners if they choose to mine

after the attacker’s block in events c-1, c-2, j-2, j-3. The cost of the bribes of465

the attacker is shown in Equation (28).

rab = P0′b
αb+ P0′b

(1− α)b+ P3′b
(1− α)βb+ P3′b

(1− α)(1− β)b

= P0′b
b+ P3′b

(1− α)b
(28)
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In sum, the attacker’s reward Ra
total for each state, listed in Equation (29),

is the sum of the corresponding revenues: regular revenues, uncle revenues,

nephew revenues and bribes.

ratotal = ras + rau + ran − rab (29)

Similarly, the reward of rational miners Rh
total is shown in Equation (30).470

rhtotal = rhs + rhu + rhn + rab (30)

Generally, the indicator of relative reward is utilized to evaluate the attacks

in selfish mining. Similar to [8, 19, 35], the relative rewards for the attacker

and rational miners are defined in Equation (31) respectively. In the following

sections, we highlight the relative rewards for the attacker and rational miners.

Ra
relative = Ra

total/(R
a
total +Rh

total),

Rh
relative = Rh

total/(R
a
total +Rh

total).
(31)

5. Simulation Results475

In this section, we analyze the effect of the parameters (e.g. α, β and

γ) on relative rewards by the simulation. The simulation is implemented by

the Python 3.9 programming language. Concretely, we model BSM-Ether as a

Markov decision process. And the Markov decision process is solved by MDP-

toolbox [48], which provides functions for the resolution of stochastic dynamic480

programming problems. In the simulation process, we use policy iteration to

find the optimal strategy and calculate the rewards of the attacker. Further,

we compare BSM-Ether with selfish mining (SM1), IPBSM and honest mining.

In addition, we discuss the effect of BSM-Ether on uncle and nephew rewards

respectively.485

5.1. The Threshold of Relative Rewards

We simulate the relative rewards of BSM-Ether by setting γ = 0.75 in

Ethereum. Note that IPBSM is not compared in Fig. 6 since it is only ap-
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plied to Bitcoin. Recall that γ is set to be 0.5 in SM1. While in this section

γ = 0.75, which means that rational miners prefer to accept the bribes. In490

the sequel, γ is larger than 0.5. In Fig. 6, the relative reward of the attacker

is larger than that of SM1 and honest mining when α > 0.067. As a control,

the threshold for SM1 is 0.165. That is, BSM-Ether can achieve higher relative

rewards with less power.
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Figure 6: The attacker’s relative rewards of BSM-Ether, Selfish Mining (SM1) and honest

mining in Ethereum when α changes from 0 to 0.45 and γ = 0.75.

In addition, we compare the relative rewards of BSM-Ether in Ethereum495

with IPBSM and SM1 in Bitcoin (refer to Fig. 7). BSM-Ether, compared

with IPBSM, increase the relative rewards by 15.34% when α = 0.2 and γ =

0.75. These additional rewards are incurred by uncle and nephew rewards in

Ethereum. Further, uncle and nephew rewards can compensate for, to some

extent, the cost for sponsoring selfish mining. Therefore, the simulations prove500

again that Ethereum is more vulnerable to the family of selfish mining attacks.
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Figure 7: The attacker’s relative rewards of BSM-Ether, IPBSM, SM1 and Honest mining in

Bitcoin when α changes from 0 to 0.45 and γ = 0.75.

5.2. The Effect of β and γ on Rewards

In this subsection, we investigate the effect of β and γ on the relative rewards

of BSM-Ether in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. Overall, the relative rewards

are positively correlated with β and γ. In other words, the attacker can collect505

more relative rewards by increasing the value of the two.
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(c) The rewards with α = 0.4.

Figure 8: The effect of β on attacker’s relative rewards.

We first analyze the impact of β on the attacker’s relative rewards. Recall
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that the attacker puts bribes on his branch with probability β when taking action

Match. The bribes will lure rational miners to append their new blocks to the

attacker’s branch. Although the bribes need to be paid as the attacking cost,510

the attacker could collect more rewards through this method, as demonstrated

in Fig. 8. It is worth noting that increasing β does not necessarily increase the

attacker’s rewards. For example, when β changes from 0.3 to 0.5 in Fig. 8(b),

the relative rewards decrease instead. But from the overall trend, increasing β

is conducive to expanding rewards. Such as, when the attacker separately sets515

α = 0.2, α = 0.3, and α = 0.4, letting β = 1 can always get the highest rewards.

Further, we present the influence of α and γ on the relative rewards in Fig.

9(a). The relative rewards improve slowly when α is small (0 6 α 6 0.15) since

forks are rare when the attacker has small mining power. On the other hand,

the relative rewards improve significantly when α is large (0.25 6 α 6 0.4). The520

reason lies in that more forks are generated when the attacker has more power.

In the sequel, the attacker can improve their rewards through bribing (resulting

in a large γ). However, the rational miners fail to improve their rewards due to

the invalidated blocks.

We then illustrate the impact of γ on the relative rewards in Fig. 9(b), where525

a median of α = 0.25 is chosen. It’s obvious that 2.752%, where γ changes from

0 to 0.5 and the attacker does not bribes the rational miners. While, the relative

rewards of the attacker improve by 5.517% (4.768%), where γ changes from 0.5

to 0.7 (0.7 to 1). It means that bribery attack can further improve the attacker’s

relative revenue.530

5.3. The Uncle and Nephew Rewards

The distinction of the threshold between IPBSM and BSM-Ether derives

from the uncle and nephew rewards in Ethereum. Therefore, we further, in this

subsection, analyze the uncle and nephew rewards for the attacker and rational

miners in BSM-Ether.535

Fig. 10(a) demonstrates the impact of α, γ on uncle rewards of the attacker,

where the ratio of uncle rewards is inversely proportional to α, γ. For example,
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Figure 9: The effect of γ on attacker’s relative rewards.

the ratio of uncle rewards of the attacker is 38.66% with α = 0.1, γ = 0.4. While

the ratio reaches 63.92% with α = 0.05, γ = 0.2. Fig. 10(b) demonstrates the

impact of α, γ on uncle rewards of rational miners, where the ratio of uncle540

rewards is proportional to α, γ. For example, the ratio of uncle rewards of

the rational miners is 14.86% with α = 0.25, γ = 0.6. While the ratio reaches

24.53% with α = 0.35, γ = 0.75. Recall that the attacker generates more forks

with larger α and rational miners chose to mine after the attacker’s chain, which

leading to a higher γ. When there is a fork, more blocks belonging to rational545

miners become uncle blocks during BSM-Ether. Therefore, the ratio of uncle

blocks increases with α.

Contrary to the uncle rewards, the ratio of nephew rewards only relies on α

(refer to Fig. 10(c) and 10(d)). The reason lies in that the nephew rewards are

immune to the forks. That is, the nephew rewards remain unchanged no matter550

which branch is chosen in the fork. Meanwhile, the higher of α, the more blocks

the attacker release in the private chain. Consequently, the attacker collects

more nephew rewards.

5.4. Anti-measures against BSM-Ether

The above theoretical analysis and simulation results show that, compared555

with the selfish mining attack under Bitcoin, the BSM-Ether attack threshold
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Figure 10: The ratio of uncle and nephew rewards for the attacker and the rational miners.

under Ethereum is lower and the revenue are higher. Therefore, the BSM-Ether

attack is more harmful to the healthcare system. To reduce the loss caused by

the BSM-Ether attack to the system, we give suggestions for the security of the

healthcare system from several aspects such as node configuration, consensus560

mechanism and monitoring mechanism.

Suggestion 1 [node configuration]: In the blockchain-based healthcare

system, when configuring nodes, each node is required to submit a considerable

amount of deposit to the system (the deposit should be much larger than the

expected mining income). Once there is a violation (such as establishing a565

private chain), the deposit will be confiscated. This can reduce the motivation

of attackers to launch BSM-Ether attacks.

Suggestion 2 [consensus mechanism]: A new node type validator is in-

troduced when building the blockchain-based healthcare system. The validators
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verify and vote for each new block, where the block with more than 2/3 of the570

votes is marked as a valid block. We recommend that only the chain containing

the vaild block is considered as the public chain. This can prevent an attacker

from hiding a large number of blocks in the private chain.

Suggestion 3 [monitoring mechanism]: Add a monitoring mechanism

in the blockchain-based healthcare system to monitor the proportions of various575

rewards in the system. If the proportion of rewards changes abnormally, such

as a sudden increase in the proportion of the uncle rewards, it is also very likely

that a BSM-Ether attack will occur, and corresponding countermeasures can be

taken.

6. Conclusion and Future Work580

In this paper, we propose BSM-Ether, based on IPBSM, by considering the

uncle and nephew rewards in Ethereum. More specifically, we describe the

process of BSM-Ether and then formally define it towards the view of MDP by

presenting details the components of state set, action set and states transition

etc. We further go into the rewards due to the existence of uncle and nephew585

rewards in BSM-Ether. Finally, we discuss the impact of the parameters on

the relative rewards by comparing BSM-Ether with SM1, IPBSM and honest

mining. The simulation results indicate that BSM-Ether has lower threshold

for attacking. Meanwhile, the attacker can obtain higher relative rewards than

other attacks. In addition, we find that the bribes can effectively improve γ and590

then lead to vulnerability of Etherem against BSM-Ether. In the future, we

will stress on the optimization of bribes and focus on the scenario of multiple

attackers.
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